Western Riding
Green/Novice – Green pattern 2
All Others – Regular 2

Ranch Riding
All – pattern 1

Reining
All – pattern 10

Special thank you to the show sponsors:
BeneFab Equine Products – Mrs. Pastures Horse Cookies – Painted Plantation, LLC - Chapman Horse and Livestock - SmartPak - Arenus Animal Health – Elgee Manufacturing - Bemer Treatments & Anne

Please enter everything and scratch as needed.
You are NOT charged for scratches.
1. Trot over 4 poles
2. Walk over poles, Work gate Left hand
3. Trot serpentine and 2 poles
4. Walk poles
5. Trot obstacle 5
6. Trot poles around corner
7. Walk over poles into box, Spin either direction, walk out
8. Walk into chute, Back to Finish Pattern
MEMORIAL WEEKEND BONANZA
AM, MASTERS,
YTH, TRAIL

Sunday, May 26

1. Trot over 4 poles
2. Lope Right lead around wheel
3. Stop or break to Walk over poles
4. Operate gate Left hand
5. Trot serpentine and 3 poles
6. Lope Left Lead around wheel
7. Trot obstacle 7
8. Trot poles around corner
9. Lope Left lead over poles
10. Stop in chute, Back to Finish
MEMORIAL WEEKEND BONANZA  
GREEN, NV AM, NV YTH  
Sunday, May 26

1. Trot over 4 poles  
2. Lope Right lead around wheel  
3. Stop or break to Walk over poles  
4. Operate gate Left hand  
5. Trot serpentine and 2 poles  
6. Lope Left Lead around wheel  
7. Trot obstacle 7  
8. Trot poles around corner  
9. Lope Left lead over poles  
10. Stop In chute, Back to Finish

PATTERN PROVIDED BY: CARSON GRIGGS  
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
1. Trot over 4 poles
2. Walk over poles, Work gate Left hand
3. Trot serpentine and 2 poles
4. Walk poles
5. Trot obstacle 5
6. Trot poles around corner
7. Walk over poles into box, Spin either direction, walk out
8. Walk into chute, Back to Finish Pattern
MI Paints - Memorial Bonanza

Equitation (All Novice)

Show Date:
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Be ready at A.

1. Canter on the left lead from A and around corner as shown.
2. Continue the canter in a straight line and around corner.
3. Trot in a straight line on the left diagonal until even with A.
4. Stop and perform a 360 degree turn on the forehand left.
5. Back approximately one horse length.
6. Exit arena at a trot on the right diagonal.

MI Paints - Memorial Bonanza

Equitation (Youth/Amateur/Masters)

Show Date:

Be ready at A.

1. Canter on the left lead from A and around corner as shown.
2. Change leads at center and counter canter around corner.
3. Trot in a straight line on the left diagonal until even with A.
4. Stop and perform a 360 degree turn on the forehand left.
5. Back approximately one horse length.
6. Exit arena at a trot on the right diagonal.
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MI Paints - Memorial Bonanza
Horsemanship (All Novice)

Be ready at A.

1. Perform a jog from A and a square
corner toward center of pattern.
2. Lope a left lead circle.
3. Close the circle and continue loping on the left lead
in a straight line.
4. Stop and perform a 1/4 turn to the left.
5. Back 5 steps.
6. Walk until you cross your line.
7. Exit arena at a jog.

MI Paints - Memorial Bonanza
Horsemanship (Youth/Amateur/Masters)

Be ready at A.

1. Perform a jog from A and a square
corner toward center of pattern.
2. Make a square corner right at center.
3. Lope a right lead square.
4. Change leads at center and lope a left lead circle.
5. Close the circle and continue loping on the left lead
in a straight line.
6. Stop and perform a 1 1/4 turn to the left.
7. Back 5 steps.
8. Walk until you cross your line.
9. Exit arena at a jog.
MI Paints - Memorial Bonanza
Showmanship (All Novice)

Show Date:

Be ready at A.
1. When acknowledged, walk half way to Judge.
2. Stop and perform a 1/4 turn.
3. Back approximately one horse length.
4. Walk until even with Judge.
5. Trot in a half circle to Judge.
6. Stop and set up for inspection.
7. When dismissed, perform a 1/2 turn and walk straight away from Judge.

Follow the instructions of your ring steward.
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**MI Paints - Memorial Bonanza**

**Equitation (All Walk/trot)**

*Show Date:*

Be ready at A.

1. Trot on the right diagonal from A and around corner as shown.
2. Walk in a straight line.
3. Sitting trot around corner until even with A.
4. Stop and back approximately one horse length.
5. Exit arena at a trot on the left diagonal.

---

**MI Paints - Memorial Bonanza**

**Horsemanship (All Walk/Jog)**

*Show Date:*

Be ready at A.

1. Perform a jog from A and a square corner toward center of pattern.
2. Continue the jog in a straight line.
3. Stop and perform a 1/4 turn to the left.
4. Back 5 steps.
5. Walk until you cross your line.
6. Exit arena at a jog.

---
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MI Paints - Memorial Bonanza
Showmanship (All Walk/trot)

Show Date:

Pattern Provided by:
Jodi Finkenbinder

Be ready at A.

1. When acknowledged, walk half the distance to Judge.
2. Stop and perform a 1/4 turn.
3. Trot in a half circle to Judge.
4. Stop and set up for inspection.
5. When dismissed, perform a 1/2 turn and walk straight away from Judge.

Follow the instructions of your ring steward.